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The Liberal Jew

At the annual meeting of a San Francisco Jewish organization last
week, someone rose to charge angrily that the high-minded "liberalism"
;:::::::> of the American Jews was "slipping."
There is some new evidence on that recurrent theme.
1
There has just been published an analysis of Jewish voting in a key
<'I. Philadelphia Democratic primary last year. The analysis by the Amerian Jewish Com_ mitt~e was mad_e on the basis of a recent . stud~ of_the
. - ~~ ~,. · , Jew1sh population , broken down by votmg d1stncts .
Thus primary was won by Frank L. Ri zzo, former Police Commissioner of Philadelphia, who ran on a "law
and order " platform. His crac kdown stance, a.c cording
to the report "was viewed by some as thinly disguised
racism. " Running aga inst him in the primary was William Green, a youthful Irish Catholic liberal in the
Kennedy image.
More than three quarters of the non-Jewish white
Raab
vote was for Rizzo. Less than half of the Jewish vote was
for Rizzo. So, on the face of it-as recent California voting studies have
indicated also-there is still a significant difference between the statistical
voting tendencies of Jews and non-Jewish whites, on certain issues.
Of course, there is more to the story th an that. Only 32 percent of
those Jews cl ass ified as "upper middle class" vo ted for Ri zzo . Forty-five
percent of those Jews classified as "Middle class" voted for Ri zzo. Fiftyfive percent of those Jews classified as " Lower middle cl ass" voted for
Rizzo .
That's an expected result, too . The higher they are in the economic
order, the more "liberal" people tend to be on civil liberties and civil
rights issues. Partly, that's bCcause they ' re also better educated . Partly,
it's because they ' re not so threatened by the issues. They' re better protected, further removed.
However, within each of these economic categories, the non-Jewish
vote for Ri zzo was abOut a quarter higher th an the Jewish vote.
How is this to be interpreted? Maybe something other than the stock
image of "Jewish liberalism " is in order. There is always a temptation to
talk of the speci al Jewish commitment to pro phetic ideals of social justice. There is that, certainly, in Judaism. And, on that score, Judaism has
had a profound innuence on some of the better aspects of Western civilization . But its innuence, therefore, has not been restricted to Jews. Partly
because of Judaism's historic innuence, it's questionable whether Jews
have a corner on the social justice market.
.
. But, for Jews, history and religion constantly interact. And their modern experience has some special messages for Jews. In their historical
bones they fear the consequences of social violence-which, by its nature, is
always repressive. They · are of course, concerned, as everyone is, about
unorganized violence--crime in the streets, riots. The "lower middle
class" in Philadelphia voted more heavily for Rizzo and "crackdown" because they were closer to such anarchic violence.
But, even th ere, there may have been a special tendency among Jews
not to opt for organized violence and repression as a remedy. They know
also, from other experience, the consequences of organized violence and
repression by government. And, accurately or not that was the image
that Rizzo projected at the time.
So maybe the better part of "liberalism" is not high-mindedness, but
rather a hard-headed understanding of what history says is good or bad
for us all.
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